[Ultrastructural and chemical study of the chromatin during spermiogenesis of the fish Scyliorhinus caniculus (L.) (author's transl)].
Electron microscopic, cytochemical and biochemical techniques were applied to study structural aspects and changes in nuclear components during the spermiogenesis of Scyliorhinus caniculus. Five major stages of nuclear differentiation were recognized and characterized by variations in the organization and chemical properties of chromatin. Stage I is analogous to a somatic nucleus with heterogeneous chromatin. At the second stage, the nuclear content is dispersed but the chromatin fibers are of the same diameter as those of the stage I. The nuclear elongation begins at stage III, the DNP fibers running preferentially parallel to the long axis of the nucleus. During these early modifications of chromatin structure appear two new basic nuclear proteins (S 1 and S 2) which migrate faster than histones but typical histones remain assosciated with these nuclei. In later elongation stage (stage IV), the chromatin fibers organize in a helical form and fuse side by side giving lamellar systems which have a reticular structure. At the end of this stage, the nuclear material has become uniformly compact. These late variations in chromatin organization are parallel to the association of chromatin with new basic nuclear proteins (S 3, S 4, Z 1, Z 2 and Z 3). The cytochemical and electrophoretical properties of one of these proteins (S 4) which appears at the end of spermiogenesis are similar to those of a protamine. In stage V, the chromatin is homogeneous and the nucleus assumes a helical configuration beginning at the posterior end. The deoxyribonucleoproteins of the mature sperm show some novel chemical characters, including the appearance of a stable nuclear acidophilia with the ALFERT and GESCHWIND method and extraction with 0.25 N HCl of one of the basic protein fractions newly appeared in late spermiogenesis (Z 3), two other fractions (Z 1 and Z 2) being extracted with a more drastic procedure. The other fractions described before are no more detectable.